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KOMM MITL: LEVEL 1

Loved it

Learning German on my own. The book is easy to follow and fairly complete, exceptIT RELIES ON

AN AUDIO COMPONENT WHICH DID NOT COME WITH IT.I use free German podcasts in my

study, so I can work around that big hole.

Book brand new

The book is VERY reliant on the accompanying CD. If you don't have the audio CD (which I don't,

because it's impossible to find with used books) then this book has little value. I'm studying it

anyway because I want to learn the language, but online videos are now critical to hear any kind of

pronunciation. The publisher does have a nice web site (look on the lower left corner of the book

cover :-) ) which is also critical to supplement to written material.

Good design in a pretty box. Great, very good. I should have bought two. I like its high quality.



Everyone thinks I am so lucky to buy it. what a great buy I'm very satisfied with this purchase Very

pleased with the purchase!

awesome and very well. excellent. the old one has been broke in my family , LOVE! LOVE! LOVE! 5

star.

Considering how language is best learned at the earlier ages of life, the textbook targets its intended

audience (middle schoolers-high school freshman) very well. The book also includes mini-features

which drive the student's focus to various regions of Germany, such as Berlin, Kiel, und Muenchen,

and their customs. As my German I teacher said after completing the course, speaking to the whole

class, "I now feel comfortable that if you live in Germany for 6 weeks, you would not want to return

to the United States." Solid instruction in any class comes with not only a knowledgeable teacher,

but a dependable textbook. My collegiate German studies stem from this textbook, and I could not

have asked for a better beginning.

I studied for four years under this series in high school, and graduated with an awareness of my

own slack-jawed ignorance to the german language. This book series subscribes firmly to the notion

that total immersion is a necessary fact of language acquistion. When that immersion comes in the

form of cartoonish illustrations and eerily androgynous audio tapes, monolingualism becomes a

tempting option. This series taught sixty students, once eager to learn the german language, that

german is both laughable and abhorrent. If you are a teacher and you seek an instructional series

for your classroom, please heed my warning. This series is insulting, obtuse, and poorly thought-out

from its inception. I am more confident in my Latin after six weeks of study than I was after four

years of Komm Mit German. Bitte, kauf diesen buch nicht. Es hat mir bose gemacht, und gab mir

nicht von den sprache des Deutschland. I'm sure there are grammatical mistakes in the above

passage, which I lay at the feat of the quality my instruction failed to possess.
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